editorial
THE PANDEMIC
THAT DOESN’T KILL
YOUR BUSINESS,
MAKES IT STRONGER
One terrible, fantastic year has passed. We’ve lost people,
but gained knowledge. Experimented, searched, learned
life lessons, hoped, survived, moved on, stayed put, envied, worked hard, failed, succeeded. Basically, we tried to
act normal in abnormal conditions.
The main thing this pandemic has done was to make us
change priorities – from outside to inside. It taught us not
to take important things – life, health – for granted. Most of
all, not to take fans for granted!
It also showed us how people approach music and culture in general vs. how governments do, or don’t. Mostly
don’t.
Some artists rallied and tried to help, some were fighting
against everything pandemic related.
We’ve seen music icons selling their publishing portfolios, artists going completely silent and others working relentlessly, starting new projects, continuing old ones and
keeping in constant contact with their fans.
We’ve seen festivals going on and off and on and off
again, but finally on and we celebrated.
Just like in meditation, as the
pandemic did not allow longterm predictability, it taught
us to plan and work in the
now. So we learned how to
take baby steps again, but we
kept going.
The “music industry during
the pandemic show” was illuminating to watch. But for
those paying attention, the
saying goes: the pandemic
that does not kill your business, makes it stronger.

2020 taught us, the team behind Mastering the Music
Business, a hard but maybe much needed lesson: to take
a step back and to be more flexible. It taught us to work
with uncertainty, to embrace it and to make the most out
of it. It taught us to adapt and be open to change. And it
taught us to turn a challenge into an opportunity.
We strongly believe that one of the strengths of such an
event as Mastering the Music Business lies in the networking opportunities it bridges. This is why we fought to have
a physical event this year, to bring as many speakers on
site as possible and to give our delegates the opportunity
to connect IRL. Nevertheless, since we had to prepare for
uncertainty, we wanted to stay open and to add a digital
component to our event. So we decided that MMB 2021
will be a hybrid event, with both on site and remote speakers. This mindset proved to be a gold mine for us. In 2021,
we are welcoming Steve Vai, Grammy Award Winner, and
Jordan Rudess, keyboardist of the legendary band Dream
Theater, among our speakers. They will join us online, from
the US, because that’s something common when you do
a hybrid event, but that’s something you might not think
of when you are focused on doing things as they are “supposed” to happen, when you’re stuck into your old paradigm. Several MMB speakers will join the event remotely
this year because they are unable to travel.
For our booking team it was even harder to work on the
showcase programing. Traveling as a band raises a lot of
difficulties, so some of the selected artists weren’t able
to make it to Bucharest. We stayed true to our new approach of openness and flexibility, so we decided to turn
this setback into a great chance for more Romanian artists to get exposure at MMB this year.
At the time when I’m writing this piece, we have two
weeks until MMB 2021. We still have a lot of things to figure out, but I sense a state of calm within our team. We
know that this edition will be like no other before. Not
bigger, nor smaller. Not better, nor worse. Just different.
And we are excited to find out what this means. What will
we learn? What mistakes will we make? What shape will
the event take in future?
This time we are replacing expectations with curiosity.

Anca Lupes
President / Founder
RAW Music / Mastering The Music Business

A NEW APPROACH
2020 was a tough year. Maybe the most difficult for our
industry in recent times. It hit mainly the live industry, but
revenues from other streams were also affected. Artists,
managers, booking agents, labels, stage managers, tour
managers, crew members of all kinds took a big hit. Some
held on tight, others got crushed. And some thrived.

Carina Sava
Program Manager MMB
Vicepresident RAW Music
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interview

JORDAN
RUDESS:
I’m concerned about how difficult
it is for young musicians to make a
living these days
Voted “Best keyboardist of all time”by Music Radar Magazine, Jordan
Rudess is best known as the keyboardist/multi-instrumentalist extraordinaire for platinum-selling,
Grammy-nominated prog rock
band, Dream Theater. Jordan is
also a music app developer through
his company Wizdom Music, creator of award-winning apps such
as MorphWiz, SampleWiz, and Geo
Synthesizer We are really grateful
that he has accepted to be a keynote speaker at Mastering The Music Business 2021 and asked him a
few questions prior to the event.
1.
It was a tough year for music and musicians. Worse
than not being able to work, for many of us the lack of
predictability was the real problem. First we all thought
it’s going to be a probably tougher seasonal flu, but after
it not going away during summer and cases rising steep
in autumn, the light at the end of the tunnel was quickly
fading away. How was your experience with the Covid-19
situation? What did affect you most?
This has been such a complicated, difficult time for
so many people. Most professional musicians depend
upon touring for much of their income, so this past year
and a half has been the most challenging time I can
remember for the music industry. I was fortunate to be
able to navigate the pandemic with some really solid
creative revenue-producing projects. I turned my studio into a streaming facility. I played a live stream ev-
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ery day at 4pm which I streamed for free on Facebook.
Those streams inspired me to start a Patreon page. Patreon is now another revenue stream for me and also a
way to connect with a really great community of people who are my patreons. I recorded an album with Liquid Tension Experiment and another one with Dream
Theater. I played on a few other people’s albums. I also
recorded a solo album that I am selling on Band Camp.
It’s called A CHAPTER IN TIME and reflects all of the
emotions that I had during the most intense period of
the lockdown. I am also a CAMEO artist. That’s another
revenue stream that is fun, not that time consuming
and connects me to my fans. Having multiple revenue
streams has not only kept me financially stable but I
also enjoy all of the various projects.
On a personal level, I have been touring for most of the
past 30 years. Spending time at home with my family
was so great. My daughters are in their 20s and live independently but they came home for a few months. It
was really wonderful to have that time together.
2.
Pretty soon after the first lockdown, you started a
series of live transmissions on Facebook, each evening,
going on for a while. Why did you do that? I mean, here’s
this worldwide renowned prog keyboard player, member of the biggest metal prog band in the world, music
genius and music app wizard – I’m guessing you’re always pretty busy even when you’re not touring. So why
did you feel you had to dedicate some time to your fans?
I genuinely enjoy connecting with my fans. No matter
how busy I am, I always find time every day to sit at my
piano and just play. Streaming live was a way to connect during a time when so many people felt isolated.
I was at the piano anyway. Why not share my music?
Music is meant to be heard. Those of us who love to listen to music are lucky to have the ability to go where
music brings us. I was glad that those live streams were
something that brought people together.
3. What projects did you work on during this last year?
I know there were a couple of albums that were released:
your solo album – A Chapter In Time - and the Light Tension Experiment’s LTE 3, and now the Dream Theater –
A View From The Top Of The World - album. Also, you
have been working to develop your most recent app:
GeoShred. Did I miss anything? What’s on your to-do-list
next?
There is always a lot going on but it’s all inspiring, so I
enjoy it all. GeoShred is a constant in my life. The GeoShred team is always working on the next amazing
chapter. I’m working on a few more apps that will be
released soon. I also work with a cool company called
Pocket Piano, a portable keyboard that I am obsessed
with. I put out a solo album, A CHAPTER IN TIME, and
am working on a book and piano etudes. Since this
past May I have been doing a solo piano tour on the
U.S. East Coast. I’m going out to California for another
10 shows at the end of August.

4.
Is any of the music you have released inspired by
the pandemic? What, out of all that happened, was your
main inspiration?
During the whole initial lockdown, I had a lot of emotions about the situation and would go to my studio
every day and just let my feelings out through my music. There was no particular plan for a release at that
point but after a while I felt I had a real musical diary
of these unusual times and then decided to organize
the recordings as an album for release. This turned out
as A Chapter in Time, and it is available on Bandcamp.
We recorded LTE3 and the new Dream Theater album
during lockdown and I’m sure that the pandemic affected the outcome. Hopefully positively!!!
5.
2020 was also the year when you started your Patreon account. Being one of your patrons there, I must
confess I am really impressed about how you are running
your account: building a community of patrons, constantly communicating with them, lots of great content
for your musician fans (tips and tricks on music and keyboards and apps) as well as for just the fan-fans  (regular live performances, interviews with fellow musicians
etc) Looking at all the things you have accomplished in
the last year, one question comes up: when do you have
time to sleep?
I love what I do so I don’t consider any part of my life
as “work”. Music is truly my life, 24/7. I’m lucky to have
a great team of people helping me keep it all together.
Social media team, managers, agents, studio techs…
and having a wife who is a producer has been very
helpful!

but how will they survive if society’s concept is “Music is
free”? I’m concerned about how difficult it is for young
musicians to make a living these days. What can we do
about that? I don’t have the answers but it would be
good for people to pay to listen to music again.
8.
Mental health in the music industry was a serious
issue even before Covid stroke, but now its gotten even
worse. What would you recommend as a stay-awayfrom-depression recipe/routine? What kept you going
during these harsh times?
Music is my medicine. Playing music. Listening to music.
But, in order to have the energy to put in many hours a
day on my music, I commit to taking a walk every day,
spending some time getting out of my head and into
my body. I do strength training, Pilates, stretching. I enjoy good food and take the time to connect with friends
in person or on Zoom. My Steinway piano is the best
therapy for me. I sit down and play whatever comes to
me, some improvisation, a cover of a favorite song, and
it clears my head, creates balance, and reminds me of
what is most important to me: MUSIC.

6.
Going through your website - https://www.jordanrudess.com/ - something struck me as unusual: the
“Featured Artists” page. It’s an online space you are dedicating to artists who you believe deserve special recognition. How did you discover them? How can an up-andcoming musician/band make themselves noticed by you
and end up on the Featured Artists page?
I discover artists in a lot of different ways. I often hear
about new bands through friends and, if I’m happy to
help talented musicians get their music heard. I can’t
promise anything but sending me a link on Facebook is
one way to contact me.
7. There was this very successful Facebook group (it has
more than 600k members from 167 countries) that started during lockdown, called “What do you see from your
window” where people were sharing beautiful images to
make lockdown more bearable. Music industry has been
heavily impacted by this pandemic; musicians were in
concerts lockdown until recently. Many are saying that
this will change the industry forever. What do you see
from your window in the future of music, Mr Rudess?
Music heals. Music brings people together. And we certainly need the positivity that music brings more than
ever. There are so many talented musicians out there
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MERLIN - The largest and most trusted international digital
music licensing partner for independents
Who We Are
Merlin provides independents the means to own their future. We are a member led, music focused organization. We provide digital music licensing for the leading independents across the globe. Members
benefit from Merlin’s premium deals, but work directly with key digital partners, to help them compete
at the highest levels. Merlin’s collective approach has enabled our membership to grow to represent 15%
of the global market share.

Who You Are
Our membership consists of independent labels, distributors, and other rights-holders from around the
world, representing tens of thousands of labels and hundreds of thousands of artists from every country.
The genres represented by our members span the spectrum – from hip hop to Afrobeats, ambient to
alternative, Latin to pop, and R&B to rock. Merlin is for independents that want to own their future and
ensure their rights are properly valued.

What We Do
After we strike a premium deal, Merlin works collaboratively with our digital partners to drive additional
benefits to our members while delivering value back to our digital partners. The benefits to our members include:
•
Admin fee of 1.5% ››
•
Free to join and no other fees
•
Transparency for members into deal terms
•
Equity and breakage paid out in a fair manner
•
Participation in deals is voluntary
•
New members typically see an increase in performance on key digital partners
•
Tools and incremental opportunities

Who We License
Merlin has premium deals with more than thirty digital music services around the world and is in conversations with dozens more. This includes Adaptr, Anghami, Apple, AWA, Boomplay, Deezer, Facebook/
Instagram, iHeart, Jaxsta, JioSaavn, JOOX, KKBox, Mixcloud, NetEase Cloud Music, Pandora, Peloton,
ROXi, SberZvuk, Slacker, Snap, SoundCloud, Soundtrack Your Brand, Spotify, Tencent, TikTok, Triller,
VEVO, Yandex, and YouTube Music.

Benefits of Merlin Membership
Premium Deals
•
•

Our collective approach to licensing delivers premium deals to help you earn more revenue, 		
have more engagement, and access more opportunities
Innovative dealmaking team who ensures that the value of our members and their artists’ 		
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rights on digital services is protected
Transparency into deal terms before you opt into deals, which participation is at your discretion
on a deal-by-deal basis
•
Premium terms may also include:
•
Advances
•
Revenue guarantees
•
Marketing commitments (e.g., gratis ad inventory)
•
Protections against royalty reductions
•
Participate in equity in digital services
•
Breakage—e.g., revenue associated with unrecouped advances or minimum guar		
		
antees, flat fee deals, etc.—is paid to our members in a transparent and pro rata 		
		manner
New members typically see an increase in performance with key digital partners
•
Merlin is approached by new digital services, prior to launch, to evaluate and negotiate partner
•
ships
Full access to Merlin’s thoughtfully-selected digital partners
•
•

Partnerships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Merlin acts as a bridge, not a gatekeeper, to digital partners
Direct access to digital partners and help connecting with the right contacts
Access your own YouTube CMS and Facebook Rights Manager
Guidance to help understand, evaluate, and prioritize platforms
Lean into the right opportunities by accessing Merlin’s best practices, webinars, and one-sheeters
Support from Merlin’s member operations team on delivery, integration, and technical issues
Maximize editorial and marketing opportunities with best-in class pitching forms
Contractual marketing opportunities are made available to members on an equitable basis
First in line for beta programs with partners

Board Governance
•
•
•
•
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Merlin is a member-owned organization that operates like a not-for-profit. We are 100% indepen
dent and entirely funded by our members.
Our members’ success is Merlin’s success, so you know there are no competing agendas. Merlin’s
only mission is to serve our members.
Our Board is elected from our membership, with every member eligible to nominate a candidate
and every member having an equal vote to elect our Board
Our Board provides oversight, insight, and approvals
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HEMI MUSIC AWARDS
FIRST EDITION
2020/2021
HEMI Music Awards is a talent programme for artists who seek professional support to help them break
through the borders, reach new audiences and develop an international career.
The Αwards are addressed to Export-ready solo artists or bands. They must have promo material on the internet, music available on major streaming platforms, and experience in playing music to a live audience.
For the 2021 edition the selection was made by an international Jury of 27 members: Industry Experts,
Festival organizers, Promoters, Export Offices, Venue managers and Music journalists from the 9 countries participating in the Awards: Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, North Macedonia, Poland,
Romania, Serbia and Slovenia.
The process of selection was developed in 3 phases:

Phase 1: Preselection of 3 nominees from each country
This phase was about checking applicants’ data and eligibility criteria, leading to a preselection of 3 nominees per country (27 in total) out of a total of 273 artists & bands that applied.
Jury members evaluated the nominees through networking and training sessions. The objective is to help
artists identify skills and competencies they need towards the development of their international career.
The 27 nominees were: BÖBE (HU), BOWRAIN (SI), DEAF RADIO (GR), DOGS IN KAVALA (RS), FUNK SHUI
(MK), FUNKORPORATION (RO), I*WEAR EXPERIMENT (EE), INVISIBLE WORLD (CZ), IZZY AND THE BLACK
TREES (PL), JAZZYBIT (RO), KOALA VOICE (SI), LEXSOUL DANCEMACHINE (EE), LUCIA (RO), MARVA VON
THEO (GR) NAKED (RS), PLUTO’S DOUBTS (MK), PUULUUP (EE), ŠAJZERBITERLEMON (RS), TARABAN (PL),
THE ANAHIT (HU), THOM ARTWAY (CZ), TRANSPARENT MAN (GR), VIAH (CZ), WCKD NATION (SI), WOODSTOCK BARBIE (HU), YOU (MK)
Phase 2: Selection of 9 International Nominees
In this phase, the Jury reduced the 3 nominees to 1 nominee per country, leading to a pool of 9 international nominees. These nominees went through specialized training, and received a Tailor-Made Business
Consultancy aimed to help them expand their carrier beyond their home country! All nominees participated in an international online live music event, which led to the final phase of the programme.
Phase 3: Award Winners
In the final phase of the programme, the Jury selected from the international nominees, the 3 winners of
the HEMI Music Awards 2021. They are DEAF RADIO (GR), I*WEAR EXPERIMENT (EE) and KOALA VOICE
(SI). All 3 bands were invited to perform at EXIT FESTIVAL 2021.
HEMI Music Awards will come back for a new edition. Watch out our website www.hemimusichub.ro this
autumn for the call for applications.
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overview

What’s new
in the
Romanian
alternative
music scene?
A chronology of what kept us
going this past year
Saying that 2020 and its follow-up 2021 were atypical
years for the music industry would probably win you
the “Understatement of the Year Award”. Nothing could
have prepared us for the emotional rollercoaster that
we ended up in, with a worldwide pandemic wreaking
havoc into touring plans and release schedules. The upside? Many artists found a fresh creative environment
within the confines of their homes during the lockdown
period, while others were incentivized to flex their creative muscles outside the realm of just music. The industry as a whole had to think outside the box like never
before and sometimes it struck gold in the process. In
the following I’m trying to paint a broad picture of what
kept us going in this hellhole of a year. It wasn’t all bad,
as you’re going to see.

April 8, 2020:
A digital library
of streamed concerts
available anytime
Disclosure: Overground Showroom is a project developed by my agency, Overground Music. Please ignore
the glaring plug for a second and keep an open mind:
we created a digital library stocked with recorded gigs
from famous Romanian artists. Launched a mere two
weeks into the nation-wide lockdown, we envisioned
Overground Showroom as a place where you can watch
pre-recorded concerts with a high production value
(unlike most streaming gigs) from the comfort of your
own living room. The catalog is steadily growing (there
are about 40 available gigs so far to choose from) and
you can watch it with a recurring subscription or on a
pay-per-view basis. Must-watch: the Showroom Original x Expirat concert series, a fitting introduction to the
Romanian alternative scene, filmed during lockdown in
one of its most celebrated venues.

October 13, 2020:
Prog metallers
White Walls awe us with
an anime-inspired video
White Walls are the go-to Romanian modern prog
metal band; with their fresh mix of melody and aggressiveness, of thoughtful poetry and sheer badassery
on stage, they’ve been keeping it real for more than 10
years now. The band chose to promote their latest album, “Grandeur”, with a single backed by an anime-inspired video and it’s INSANE. “Eye For an I”, directed by
Parisian animator David Pagaille, is basically a short film
in itself, telling a powerful self-contained story about
overcoming your limitations and persevering in the
face of unbeatable odds. The quality of it all is positively
awe-inspiring, and you should do yourself a favor and
check it out right now.

Nov 10, 2020:
Irina Rimes kills it at
Urbanist Sessions
Irina Rimes belongs to the new generation of Moldovan
pop artists, spearheaded by the mighty Carla’s Dreams
and omnipresent on the hit radio stations. Urbanist
Sessions is a series of live sessions with underground
hip-hop artists, produced by Deliric – a Romanian rapper with tons of legit street cred – and published on
his online TV channel. Bringing suave, frail Irina in for
a freestyle rap session? A gutsy move. Did it pay off? In
SPADES. Irina’s flurry of soft-spoken syllables is punctuated by ample choruses in which she unleashes her
singing voice, and of course the daring instrumentals
complement her vocals beautifully. But there’s something more – a hint of something deep, transcendental
underneath her raw, personal lyrics, as if she somehow
managed to tap into her ancestral Moldovan roots and
bring home some old, forgotten knowledge. This elevates the whole experiment and makes it a truly magic
experience to watch. Bonus points if you understand
the Romanian lyrics.
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Mar 9, 2021:
Veterans Vița de Vie
celebrate 25 years of
activity with a mobile
video game

May 28, 2021:
Lucia, the YouTube
sensation turned
indie-pop star,
releases an electro-pop gem

25 years is a respectable timespan for a career in any
field, but spending them at the forefront of the alternative rock movement, while releasing fresh stuff periodically and leading the way for everybody else, is
quite the commendable feat. Vița de Vie chose to celebrate this anniversary by releasing the mobile video
game “Soundcheck Attack”, developed together with
the Bucharest-based independent studio Deadlime
Games. You get to follow the band on tour in some famous Romanian venues and locations, and your job is
to protect the band during soundcheck. It’s way more
fun than I have room to describe here, and the best part
is that each level is accompanied by a famous Vița de
Vie hit reinterpreted in 8-bit audio. The album with all
the songs, aptly titled “Soundtrack Attack”, is available
for streaming, and the game itself can be installed from
the Google or Apple app stores.

Lucia’s debut single from 9 years ago, “Silence”, an unexpected YouTube smash hit with over 27m views to
date, is starting to slowly lose its relevance as anything
other than a conversation starter. She started out as
the quirky redhead playing a piano cover of a song she
loved, but in time she developed into a multilayered artist employing a much more diverse soundscape backed
by deep, powerful lyrics. Her latest video “Who” is an uptempo number driven by catchy synths, warm Rhodes
tones and of course Lucia’s frail, delicate vocals. The video was shot by Bucharest fashion photographer Raluca
Margescu, and it shows - “Who” is a minimalistic jewel
in gray, white and dusty pink, punctuated of course by
Lucia’s trademark fiery hair and an assortment of extravagant flowers. The lyrics, as usual, deal with darker
themes: self-doubt and the anxiety of constantly second-guessing oneself. Lucia cleverly personifies these
feelings into an imaginary creature she calls “the animal” - a creature that must be kept in check and, eventually, released back into the wild in a gesture of freedom and self-determination.

May 20, 2021:
Grimus, the Transylvanian
melancholy masters,
tease their newest album
We’ve already heard 2 singles from the band’s upcoming record and they’re worlds apart. “Apatrizi” (EN:
“Stateless”) is a powerful alt-rock anthem with a stadium feel, speaking about the alienation felt by the artists
who were denied a stage for so long. The video is an
emotional gut punch, featuring concert footage from
all the local scene’s greats, not just Grimus. We were
so lucky back then, when we could share all those moments together, and we had no idea. The next single,
“Albie” (EN: “River Bed”), is a brooding piece revolving
around a sparse acoustic guitar and an enveloping
synth bass. We can expect the upcoming album to navigate these two extremes with ease, as the band seems
to have masterfully embraced the sheer oddity of the
times we live in.
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interview

PAUL
OLTEANU
- If you want to survive periods
like these and thrive – focus on
your core audience, those who
will follow you anywhere.
Paul Olteanu is a trainer and
certified coach in Process Communication Model and Story-Based Transformation Process. Since 2019 he produces
Mind Architect - a podcast
about neuroscience and psychology. After first 4 seasons,
the podcast has become most
listened in Romania. More on
paulolteanu.ro
Dan: Paul, here’s what I wanted to talk to you about.
It’s weird that I was just in the car earlier and listening to the Mind Architect conspiracy theories episode and I thought that along with the conspiracy
theories, depression is very present in the current
context. What I would like to know from you, to pick
your brain and find out,
is not necessarily about the pandemic, but about
the post-pandemic, because at the moment, if we
are to gather information from around, we have
some vaccines that are working, some countries
that are vaccinating more, some less, which means
that, for better or worse, in one way or another, by
the end of 2021, there could be some return to a
normal life.
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Paul: Hopefully.
Dan: Yes, hopefully. Not total, but at least partial. I
represent, and so does the publication I work for, a
sector of activity that has been completely closed
for more than a year - it’s the events industry. I talked to organizers, artists, artist managers, impresarios - the decrease in activity is somewhere around
90%.
Paul: Wow!
Dan: Yes, it’s clinically dead. Obviously, this year has
been full of depression, bankruptcy, you can easily
imagine that. That’s why I say that when you fell by
97%, if you reach 30% of the market, it’s a fantastic
increase. From where we are in the event industry,
it seems that there is a ray of hope. You know how
it is, we are now at zero – so going from 0 to 1, it’s
WOW.
And then, after such a dark period, such a huge
lack of activity … what would be the risks when the
market partially reopens, not completely? It’s not
like someone is snapping their fingers and, puf!, we
have a totally open market.
Paul: I think the answer to that is how our brain
works from this perspective, the way we learn. Look,
I also look at my behavior, what I live for. I am an
extrovert by definition, I am loaded with social interaction, that’s why I chose this training activity in

which I meet many people every day. 2020 was awful at the beginning, in the first months, because it
was a steep transition and the Elephant, these subcortical structures of ours that do not like change,
consumes a lot of energy.
What I noticed about me since the restaurants
opened and we can go outside, is that I do it more
than I did in 2020, but not half as much as I did before. Why? Because the Elephant learns through
repetition and association, either with pleasure or
with pain. How the uncertainty - virus, new strains,
non-existent health system, in general, as it is in our
country, or well, very very weak - these things are
very present in our minds. And then, if you have an
orientation towards security, defense and you are
also in a field of activity that can be managed without problems online (I am lucky that my work can
be done online even better than offline from some
points of view), then the biggest risk I see is that
if this thing lasts for two years (if it lasts another
year, let’s say; it lasted one so far) - we have already
formed some reflexes which will not disappear with
the lifting of restrictions.
Now, it’s just as true that I can’t wait to go to the seaside the first chance I get. If it’s gonna be Greece, Romania, no matter where. So there are some things
I’ve repeated dozens of times over the years - going
to the seaside and so on, which will not disappear
with this thing. Long story short, the risk I see is that
we are left with some pandemic habits that will no
longer be justified by reason - that is, outside it will
be mostly safe, but if the Elephant learns through
repetition and association (even I got used to work
from home, not to travel around the city for two
hours, not to wait in traffic), we might look for alternative solutions.
Look, I’m giving you an example of something I
found out last night. I have some friends who live
in Paris and want to move to the south of France,
where, in 2020, the sale of houses has increased by
20% compared to previous years. In Bucharest and
nearby, I know many people who have also moved.
Even we thought of buying an apartment in Brasov given the fact that work no longer connects us
physically to Bucharest.
So, I think there may be a problem here, especially
since this thing with Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind is
valid - that is, I used to go to events but found out
that for a year or two, I could take my dopamine,
oxytocin, serotonin some other way than going
physically to a concert where it was expensive and
crowded anyway – the result could be that some

people, not everyone, and especially not the superfans, but some people will find other means to
enjoy the same state of mind and the same neurochemicals. This is the major risk I see for events in
general.
Dan: Obviously, here you are perfectly right from
the public’s point of view - certainly as you said, the
same way you relate to the seaside, for people who
were fierce clubbers or who were concert fans, concerts and outings were the same thing.
Paul: Anyway, I think they found things to do and
places to go during this period, in one context or
another.
Dan: On the other hand, as you said very well, there
are a lot of elements of our lives that we have found
ways to replace with online stuff or other things and
so on, but psychologically, when a lot people are in
the same place and they feel the same vibration, it
is a certain feeling that cannot be replaced (as far as
I remember, this also had a name, I can’t remember
it now). It somehow goes back to the time when
our Elephant began to have a Rider - like humans
in the past - that’s how music was born.
Paul: What I mean is that it’s a very simple explanation, you don’t have to be human, you don’t have
to be a Rider. For all mammals, being in a group
means living, and being alone means death. If you
are a zebra, a hippopotamus, even a lion, if you are
alone, the probability that you will die, if not by being killed, at least from hunger (because you can’t
really hunt alone), is very high. And somehow that
reassures me. We can’t rewire ourselves completely
in two years, you can’t rewire hundreds of millions
of years of old reflexes in two years.
Look, here’s a concrete example from practice: I’m
not necessarily relevant in the sense that I didn’t
go to clubs or events much before the pandemic,
because after the social interaction I have in classes, when I finish, I rather want to be alone or with
few people. But no matter how much I liked the interaction in the classroom and how much adrenaline and dopamine it gave me, the fact that I don’t
have to get up two hours earlier, that I don’t have to
spend an hour in round-trip traffic, that I don’t have
to dress up in my costume as I did when I went to
classes, it’s priceless. I would give up the joy of live
interaction at least to some extent, so that I could
gain time, relaxation, comfort (at least thinking
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about Bucharest, if I worked in Brasov or another
city, maybe it would be another story).
Take me as a case study because I am exactly the
kind of person that cannot stay in the house. But
after more than a year of staying at home, new habits and reflexes started to appear that will be quite
difficult to give up. I will definitely want to go out to
see friends, I want to go to the seaside, I want to go
and relax, but when it comes to work, working 90%
of the time with corporations, with many of them
considering continuing this, they gave up offices,
and then - the cool thing is that, since we don’t interact in the office as much, our need for connection has a good chance of moving to our free time
and then this might become a wave, an explosion
of interest for events and so on.
What I want to emphasize is that this new pandemic has somehow shown us that things can be
done differently. I mean, professionally, I could have
sworn it won’t be the same as in the classroom, but
it’s better than in the classroom. If I can give them
a break for lunch for 2 hours, they don’t come back
with their eyes closed like they did when they had
only a one-hour break when we were in the classroom - people are really refreshed. The fact that they
can sit in their pajamas or how they feel comfortable, reduces their level of stress. So this dynamic is
very interesting, I’m sure we will be left with some
reflexes of comfort, working online, but equally,
I think it’s a big drought on endorphins, oxytocin,
connection, time spent together, music, barbecues,
things that have been charging us for hundreds of
thousands of years since we came into existence,
respectively for hundreds of millions of years, as it is
for other mammals.
Dan: Thank you for this part. Now I would like to ask
you to shift your attention by 180 degrees and focus on the artist, which artist obviously very much
wants to have the public in front of him – if that’s
going to happen or not, as you said, it remains to be
seen, we have pros and cons, or both.
Paul: - I think they will definitely have an audience
- on one hand, people who had very strong reflexes before, it was in their routine to go to the X or Y
festival; on the other hand, I think precisely because
we reduce the interaction professionally (and, from
what I see, it seems that, in the business environment this trend will remain), we will have to go elsewhere in need for interaction and then, either we
will have closer family lives, closer to the communi-
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ty, or leisure - fun, entertainment, we will have this
way to give vent to our feelings and emotions.
Dan: Well, when the activity in the live shows field
will resume - and the clubs will be opened at 30%
of capacity or at 50%, or it will be possible to organize outdoor events with 1000-1500 or more people,
those being stages that would make the event industry start to work again, obviously things will not
return to normal immediately
Paul: Absolutely, it’s inertia.
Dan: Exactly, that’s inertia, the artists and all the
people in this industry have been on hold for more
than a year, they have lived on savings, probably
some of them have finished their savings, and
some of them have found some activities that they
could undertake quickly, so as not to starve; others
have changed profession. The idea is that the second the gates are partially reopened, there will be
a big crowd, because on those partially open gates,
all the players of an industry will be crowded: Oh,
let’s sing, let’s do a concert and so on.
What are the dangers to which they are exposed?
Because the one I see as a profane in the neuro field
(as I’ve listened to 4 seasons of Mind Architect so
far) is the risk of disappointment. Because your expectations are high: I’m going to go and want that
and it’s going to be great and I’m going to make
money like before, and in the end, the disappointment has nothing to do with the world around you,
but with the expectations you have from the world.
Paul: There’s a cool book called “Emotional Equations” and the guy who wrote it has an equation
that says: Disappointments = Expectations - Reality. Exactly what you said, but mathematically. From
the artist’s perspective, and I confess that I have
no first-hand knowledge about the public (I have
friends who are either actors or have a band, but I
do not know this audience as I know the business
environment, for example), I think we have a cultural problem in general, namely hypercompetitiveness. After at least 12 years of “How much money
did my colleague make?”, we have this little obsession with taking our self-esteem from comparing
with what others are doing.
Look, I’m telling you how Mind Architect and I look
at this thing: it’s not art, it’s education but somehow it’s also a media product. Especially in this
pandemic context in which competitiveness will be
felt when the gates open, to compete for the atten-

tion of the same Elephants who in essence will be
drawn each to its event, it would be healthy to work
on building a relationship with your audience. Our
permanent obsession with Mind Architect is not to
have more people listening to us, but to produce
the best possible product for those who are already
listening to us. This was a practical idea for us, but
there is a man who invented direct marketing, his
name is Seth Godin and he wrote a book called
“This is Marketing” and the central idea is: Focus on
the MVA (minimum viable audience). And I think
that’s a very successful ingredient here if you want
to survive periods like these and thrive - to have an
obsessive concern for your core audience, the one
that would come after you even if you go to sing in
America, they would take the plane and come to
listen to you singing in America, even if they could
also listen to you in Bucharest or in Romania, where
you live.
If we no longer focus on numbers, but we focus on
the relationship with the public, which can be done
online - I can communicate with these people, I
can have a dialogue with them. For example, we
listened to a podcast with Adi Despot who told us
that they made an oven out of this on their website
where people can put their own tracks and combine them there. That is, the technology, amplified
by the pandemic by 10 years (it’s a research from
McKinsey that says that the pandemic accelerated
digitization by about 10 years), gives us the unique
opportunity to be more in touch with people who
follow us, but digitally.
Neurochemically, it’s exactly as you say, it’s not the
same thing, but if I were an artist, media producer,
entertainer, whatever, that’s what I would do during
this period - I would strengthen this relationship
with my core audience, those who follow me on social media, wherever they follow me - I would do
things for them, whether I’m talking about art or
craft. For example, I know that Marius Manole (the
actor) plays online, he has online plays. I am holding him as an example, knowing him, but it doesn’t
have to be my craft - I can, for example, have Q&A
sessions with my community, or I can do things
that keep them actively engaged, to remain present in their emotional memory, the Elephant, so
that when the gates open, I will have an advantage
over the competition. Just like with this podcast,
cause George Buhnici (another successful podcaster) used to say We compete for number 1 here, I
don’t care much about that, I mean I’m glad if I see
it, but my concern is not to see which place I’m on

today because this thing consumes my energy.
My concern is to see what else we have interesting
to say, what would these people who listen to us
be curious to know and I think it’s the same with
art - if you realize what your niche is, what your
craft is , aligned with your personality, your values,
with what you have and focus on that, I am sure
that followership will appear. And that’s not only
my opinion, because I’m irrelevant, but Seth Godin,
who has done marketing at the highest level in the
last twenty years, says the same - minimum viable
audience, focus on being everything your core audience wants and rest assured that they will bring
along other people.
Dan: I will not hold you back, it is your lunch break,
I hope we’ll hear and see each other on as many
occasions as possible, anyway I learned a lot from
you through the Mind Architect podcast, you have
changed my existence a lot. Thank you very much!
Paul: You are very welcome!
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NFTs – THE HOT TOPIC IN MUSIC INDUSTRY.
ARE THEY GOING TO CHANGE THE GAME?
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What’s an NFT?

There is a lot of talk about NFTs lately. What are these? Time Magazine
defines them as “computer files combined with proof of ownership
and authenticity.”
According to a piece from realsimple.com, an NFT is a unique, authenticated, digital file. The item only exists in digital form—”this makes the
value subjective, since there is nothing else like it to exchange for it,”
says Deacon Hayes, financial expert and founder of personal finance
site Well Kept Wallet. NFTs are bought and sold online, usually using
some form of cryptocurrency. Crypto transactions are secure and instant. There are no middlemen in the exchange, which makes NFTs so
enticing for artists and fans.

How much money
can an artist make
out of NFTs?

According to Bloomberg.com, Earlier this year, Christie’s conducted
the record-breaking $69.3 million sale of an NFT by digital artist Beeple. Around the same time, Anjos earned $708,000 for a collection of
NFTs related to his latest album, YOU, more than from his combined
album sales over the previous 10 years. Overall, he’s made about $1 million from NFTs. Also, blockbuster sales were recorded for Grimes, 3LAU,
Steve Aoki, The Weeknd, ODESZA and more.

Who is more likely
to sell NFTs?

It’s much more easier for a popular, established act to sell NFTs. But
new acts can have their chance too. In the end it’s all about how eager
the fans are to buy an NFT.
Marketplaces such as OpenSea.io are giving unknown musicians the
opportunity to advertise and sell their work.

Who is more likely to
buy NFTs?

Jimi Frew, co-founder of Blockchain Music, who delivered music producer deadmau5’s first digital collectibles told Billboard: “90 per cent
of them are very wealthy crypto holders. That leaves out the fans that
can’t afford these high-ticket items.”

Music royalties
as NFTs

Usually, people are buying these unique digital collectibles, but not
the underlying copyrights. But some artists – as Big ZUU and Taylor
Benett (brother of Cancelor “Chance The Rapper “ Benett) – have been
selling 75% of their rights via Ditto Music’s Bluebox - a suite of blockchain-based tools that uses the blockchain to record full or fractional
ownership of recorded music and/or publishing copyrights, and splits
royalty payments accordingly.

NFTs and copyright
legislation

Even if everybody is overexcited abou NFTs, IP and copyright laws must
be respected. Before selling any music rights one should make sure
they have the right to sell them. Any signed artists should check their

recording/publishing agreements to see if they are not breaking any of
the copyright clauses.

NFTs and
collecting
societies

There are concerns that, since collecting societies do not operate in the
world of blockchain, it won’t be possible to collect and distribute royalties to the NFT owners. According to a quote that Karl Fowlkes, entertainment attorney at The Fowlkes Firm gave to Synchtank.com, “if bigger institutions and royalty distributors adopt blockchain and crypto
infrastructure, it could be a game changer.”

NFTs and
environmental
impact

Since NFTs are only sold via blockchain, and there are growing concerns about environmental impact mining cryptocurrencies has, environment conscious people are not very happy with it. But there are
already people addressing this concern. An NFT music platform backed
by mogul Quincy Jones has secured the support of artists including
Doja Cat, John Legend, H.E.R., Jacob Collier and the Kid Laroi to release
more environmentally friendly non-fungible tokens, the newly formed
company, OneOf.

Conclusion

As any new technlogy emerging in the music industry, it has a lot of
grey areas, so before acting to sell NFTs you should get all information
and make sure it’s not going to strike back.
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THE POST-PANDEMIC
FUTURE OF MUSIC INDUSTRY
ACCORDING TO OUR
SPEAKERS.
We’ve asked our speakers to share their vision of the post
pandemic future of the music industry in 10 words. Here’s
what they think
EMIL IONESCU (Managing Director @BestMusic Live Concerts):
The future depends if people get vaccinated or not.
FRANCOIS AUDIGIER (Artist booking @Europavox):
The future will be chaotic, unpredictable, and therefore totally and undeniably exciting.
MIHAI CARAVETEANU (Tour manager @Axa Valaha):
The Show Must Go On!
RAZVAN PATACHI (A&R @Underdog Station, Blogger @CriticEyez):
Keep walking the on/offline.
JAKE BEAUMONT NESBITT (Policy advisor @IMMF):
Discovery decentralized. Community & contextual curation. Investment decentralized.
Multimedia, Multiverse, Mayhem.
VASKO ATANASOSKI (Artist):
The future of the music industry is waiting for us, the people who need to build the future.
MARY OTUMAHANA (Founder @The record Shop):
Musicians will have an influential role in shaping the future.
SEPPL KRETZ (Head of Music Production @Sizzer):
Playlist creators will be the new artists.
DYLAN BERRY (Music Producer, Creative Director):
Client direct, middlemen free based business will change the game.
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TAMAS KADAR (CEO @Sziget Festival):
Above the clouds, the sky is always blue.
DRAGOS NICOLAESCU (Management Consultant | Executive Coach |
Startup Advisor):
VR concerts, AI powered avatars, NFT, marketplaces, gaming, hologram stars.
ANCA LUPES (President @RAW Music)
Artist direct = rockstars of the future.
REBECCA LAMMERS (CEO & Co-Founder @Laika Network):
Full of challenges and open to artists looking for opportunity!
PETER SMIDT (Founder – EuroSonc Noordeslag/ESNS):
A focus on a large growth of local European repertoire.
ANDRA PINTICAN (Founder & trainer @Scoala de HR):
The future of the music industry lays in the artist’s capacity of letting his/her soul speak
through music
PETER ASTEDT (Festival director @Future Echoes):
We are facing changes as big as the climate change.
ERNST JAKOB BAKKER (Partner @Zanoise Talent BV): Artist & Repertoire managers’
place to be taken by Artist & Brand managers
ANDREEA SELARU (Int’l Promotion Manager @Global Records):
Three directions: no barriers due to technology and, surprisingly, the pandemic.
Takeover by emerging markets and indie power.
ANDREEA TALMAZAN (Psychologist):
More responsible with their emotional life and mental health.
CORINA VILCU (Head of promo @Global records):
The future is here: indie power, AI artists, virtual festivals, NFTs.
ANURAG TAGAT (Senior writer @Rolling Stone India):
There’s a big sense of a strengthened community worldwide.
CRISTIAN STAN (Promoter @Sublime Romania):
Influencers. Festivals. Streaming on blockchain. New options. Hard & easy.
KEES VAN WEIJN (President @IMPALA):
Follow Your Dreams. Creative flow. Content. Songs. Images. Social media. Fan base. Success.
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schedule
Mastering the Music Business 2021
W Workshop
AUGUST 31 • TUESDAY
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10:00 – 11:00

W Music Marketing (EN) Powered by MERLIN
Speakers: Wesley T.A'Harrah

10:00 – 11:00

W Plan Your Career (RO)
Speakers: Andra Pintican

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

10:00 – 11:00

W What Types of Music Contracts are There? (RO)
Speakers: Mihaela Tudorache

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

11:15 – 13:15

W Business Plan (RO)
Speakers: Dragos Nicolaescu

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

11:15 – 13:15

W Music Marketing (EN) Powered by MERLIN
Speakers: Wesley T.A'Harrah

11:15 – 13:15

W Songwriting Workshop (RO)
Speakers: Dan Byron

14:00 – 15:00

W Music Publishing (EN)
Speakers: Jon Bonci

14:00 – 15:00

W Neighbouring Rights Workshop (EN)
Speakers: Ernst Jacob Bakker

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

14:00 – 15:00

W Square Moon - How to Build Your Own (Musical) Planet (RO)
Speakers: Alina Manole

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

15:15 – 16:15

W How To Make Money and Grow Your Fanbase on Bandcamp (EN) Powered by MERLIN
The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)
Speakers: Aly Gillani

15:15 – 16:15

W Mental Health Workshop (RO)
Speakers: Andreea Talmazan

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

15:15 – 16:15

W Music Production Workshop (RO)
Speakers: Alexei Ţurcan, Dan Georgescu

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

16:30 – 17:15

W Rock Your YouTube Channel. (EN)
Speakers: Rebecca Lammers

16:30 – 18:00

W Negotiation Exercise (RO)
Speakers: Cristi Stan

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

16:30 – 18:00

W Songwriting Workshop (RO)
Speakers: Marius Mihalache

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

17:30 – 18:15

W Technical production management (RO) cu Silviu Scrob
Speakers: Silviu Scrob

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

Mastering the Music Business 2021
I

Interactive Session

N Interview

P Panel

R Presentation

SEPTEMBER 1 • WEDNESDAY
10:00 – 11:00

P What's Up, Doc? How to Remain Sane In the Music Industry
Moderators: Andreea Talmazan
Speakers: Anca Lupes, Cristi Stan, Teodora Moroșanu, Olivia Addams

10:00 – 11:00

R Spotify Masterclass
Speakers: Mateusz Smolka

11:15 – 12:15

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)
P Brands + Music = Love
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Valentina Vesler, Bogdan Rădulescu, Andrei Secretianu, Sarah-Jane Nicholson

11:15 – 12:15

P I'm With the Band! An Artist's Dream Team
Moderators: Andrei Ilie
Speakers: Cristi Ochiu, Catalin Muraru, Anamaria Hâncu, Vlad Parvulescu

11:15 – 12:15

P Music Journalism Is Not Dead
Moderators: Cosmin Ionescu
Speakers: Ralf Niemczyk, Anurag Tagat, Ioan Big

12:30 – 13:15

N I’m the Best Artist In the Whole Wide World. Why Don’t Festivals Book Me?
Moderators: Ilinca Ghișoiu
Speakers: Dragos Chiscoci

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

12:30 – 13:30

N Keynote Interview: Marius Moga
Moderators: Anca Lupes
Speakers: Marius Moga

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

12:30 – 13:30

P Is Live Music Still Alive?
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: David Silbaugh, Cindy Castillo, Edmond Lenarth, Allan Hardenberg

14:30 – 15:15

R Cool Commercials x Music
Speakers: Adrian Rusu

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

14:30 – 15:30

N Keynote Interview: Peter Smidt (Eurosonic Noorderslag)
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Peter Smidt

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

14:30 – 15:30

P How Do You Spot the Next Big Thing?
Moderators: Oana Tache
Speakers: Marius Moga, Alex Cotofana, Steve Cusack, Munyaradzi Chanetsa

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

15:45 – 16:45

P Enabling Independents to Take Control of their Future
Moderators: Anca Lupes
Speakers: Joe Danher, Steve Cusack

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

15:45 – 16:45

P Radio Is Dead. Long Live Radio!
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Ella Calin, Andrei Stroe, Corina Vilcu

15:45 – 18:00

I

17:00 – 18:00

N Keynote Interview: Jordan Rudess (Dream Theater)
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Jordan Rudess

17:00 – 18:00

P The Young and the Restless: Meet the Music Entrepreneurs
Moderators: Anca Lupes
Speakers: Gina Perier, Mary Otumahana, Alex Parker, Bogdan Cotîrţă

Business Game: FESTIVALS
Speakers: Ekaterina Bazhanova

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)
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Mastering the Music Business 2021
I Interactive Session

N Interview

P Panel

SEPTEMBER 2 • THURSDAY
10:00 – 10:45

P Technology & music
Moderators: Anca Lupes
Speakers: Tammy Lovin, Adrian Posteuca, Sebastian Dobrincu

10:00 – 11:00

P Challenges After the Pandemic
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Georges Perot, Cristi Ochiu, Didier Gosset, Laura Coroianu

10:00 – 11:00

P What About the Venues?
Moderators: Ilinca Ghișoiu
Speakers: Codrut Dumitrescu, Emil Ionescu, Antonio Nartea, Bogdan Cotîrţă

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

11:15 – 12:15

N Your Music In My Commercial
Moderators: Lucia
Speakers: Seppl Kretz

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

11:15 – 12:15

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)
P Touring in Europe
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Peter Åstedt, François Audigier, Mihai "Coro" Caraveţeanu, Vasko Atanasoski

11:15 – 12:15

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)
P Where's My Manager?
Moderators: Cristi Stan
Speakers: Catherine Haridy, Jake Beaumont-Nesbit, Ekaterina Bazhanova, Guna Zučika

12:30 – 13:30

P Behind the scenes: the hitmakers (EN)
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Alex Pelin, Thea Zaitsev, Madalin Rosioru

12:30 – 13:30

P MEWEM Romania - The First Mentorship Program for Women In Music
Moderators: Dorina Constantin
Speakers: Alexandra Mihordea, Carina Sava, Laura Coroianu, Corina Dumitrescu

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

12:30 – 13:30

P Show Me the Money! Revenue Streams for Artists
Moderators: Cornel Ilie
Speakers: Marian Soci, Ilinca Ghișoiu, Cristi Beiu, Monica Munteanu

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

14:30 – 15:15

P Women In Music
Moderators: Razvan Patachi
Speakers: Neeta Ragoowansi, Corinne Sadki, Anamaria Hâncu, Kornelia Binicewicz

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

14:30 – 15:30

N Keynote Interview: Tamás Kádár
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Tamás Kádár

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

14:30 – 15:30

P Cool Use of Artists by Brands
Moderators: Carina Sava
Speakers: Adrian Despot, Alin Serban, Andreea Spilca

15:45 – 16:45

N Keynote Interview: Adrian Despot (Viţa de Vie)
Moderators: Andreea Vasile
Speakers: Adrian Despot

15:45 – 16:45

P My Song In Your Movie
Moderators: Ileana Cecanu
Speakers: Ana Gabriela Sachelarie, Pia Hoffman, Dylan Berry

15:45 – 16:45

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)
P Past and Future In the Ever Changing Music Industry
Speakers: Dan Finţescu, Kees van Weijen, Sandy Graham, Emily Gonneau, Dan Muraru

17:00 – 18:00

I

17:00 – 18:00

N Keynote Interview: Steve Vai
Moderators: Dan Finţescu
Speakers: Steve Vai

17:00 – 18:00

P Breaking Borders
Moderators: Corinne Sadki
Speakers: Robert Meijerink, Henriette Heimdal, Andreea Selaru, Guna Zučika

Business Game: ARTIST MANAGEMENT
Speakers: Ekaterina Bazhanova

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

Janis Joplin Room (Caro Hotel)

The Rolling Stones Room (Caro Hotel)

The Beatles Room (Caro Hotel)

Disclaimer: this schedule is subject to change.
Please check our website www.masteringthemusicbusiness.ro or
Facebook page for latest updates.
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